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C T Heart()
 
Poetry is the tender expression of one’s psyche in which it commences from the
throbbing of the soul and the screams of the heart.
 
The majority of my oeuvre were printed in a swift flicker of my creative wits; be
it abstract, eloquent or vivid opus.
 
C T Heart aka Catrina Heart, is extending her utmost appreciation to every one of
you.
 
Taos puso po akong nagpapasalamat at nagbibigay pugay sa inyong lahat.
 
Muchos gracias mi amigo, amiga...
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Icy Pearls
 
Faithfulness is a wish to have
Praying in the altar of divine love
I search forth, from dawn to dusk
To bestow the ideals in your heart
 
Thought a gift in me will do the sway
With carriage and optimism to mold a clay
Of an ideal we, in this saccharine world
And you to dwell here in my heavenly adobe
 
An endeavor so rocky, stiff and bold
Never will be warm to an eyes cold
Glimpse of a callus appreciate the shot in me
Barren beauty, bewildered in the thoughts of He
 
Death’s arrow in an apple fruit present
Reasons constructed to fall permanent
I couldn’t embrace a rosy torn
Continuous bleeding is what I born
 
Strange sadness elope not in me
Tears fall in the pinky pearl petals
Quivers the entire being of he
Rest not in the arctic mountains
Lay sound in the arms of a balmy young
 
C T Heart
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If Only.....
 
If you only know what’s in my heart;
You won’t stare at me this way.
For you’ll know all the answers why
I am tearing apart?
 
If you only know that I love you;
You won’t hate me anyway.
For you’ll be bright to understand why
I am keeping a distance between me and you.
 
If you only know that I do care for you;
You won’t judge me this way.
For you’ll be able to recognize why
In silence I am doing everything to help you.
 
If you only know, how I am yearning…
for your love…
for your care…
 
If you only know that I am vanishing.
Every time you denied all these things to me.
That I am just faking,
All the smiles you can glimpse in me.
 
If you only know all, what is behind in those paints?
You might regret of knowing.
For you would hate yourself why not showing,
that you are the one causing me all this pains.
 
Nevertheless,
with all these troubles,
I still do love you…
Praying for you…
 
And I don’t keep any revulsion in my heart.
That I am always have a kindness of forgiving.
And for your love, I am still longing.
Until the last breathe of my life.
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If you only know my dear love ones………..
 
C T Heart
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Soon To Empty The Cup
 
Age speaks our time
In this enchanting world
We have survived
as the last page of the book
yours to write while
you still have time
Spend the last minutes…
Consume with prayers
and thanks to all players
life stage, sooner
curtains will be closing
a journey of another life
will be beginning...
 
C T Heart
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The Feast Of Tongues
 
In the skull of darkness and fears
Where pain resides with tears
The agony of one remain hidden
Until the smoke of fire goes up
Covering the cavernous mountain
 
Rumors, gossips spread their wings
Fly away like drops of grain
Cats and dogs brawl and rage
In the festive season of tongues
Whilst, rain never stop in the dark
 
C T Heart
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To Be With You
 
I want to be free from all the worries I have in life.
…free from the pains and heart aches of my past strife.
…free from the cage I lived for a long, long time.
 
I want to be with you in the magical sky.
…hold each others hand and together we will fly.
…we will see the world in beauty in the mountains high.
 
I want to be with you not side by side.
…but embracing you with my both arms, so tight.
…and holding you endlessly, all throughout day and night.
 
I want to feel every heart beat you have, my love.
…to hear every words you long to whisper, like a dove.
…to utter the words of my soul, that screams into my heart.
 
I want to see your face and paint it in my mind.
…engrave every detail in my tender heart.
…I will remember you when my soul departs.
 
I want to undress myself from all hesitations.
…forget everything, even myself and my institution.
…just to be with you sacrificing all my ambitions.
 
Because this is how I love you…
…I love you with all my heart.
…I love you till the end of time.
 
C T Heart
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